
ON THE NATURE OF HEALING:
A FRACTAL SETTING FOR PEDIATRIC TRAUMA THERAPY[ ]

[ABSTRACT]
This landscape architecture 
project addresses the need 
for a nature-based therapeutic 
environment for children in 
one-on-one and group trauma 
therapy. The proposed design 
will be a therapeutic setting 
for experiential cognitive-
behavioral therapy. 

The design incorporates a 
unique design methodology 
by applying Kaplan’s elements 
of fascination and Hagerhall’s 
fractal theory to meet the 
needs of evidence-based 
therapeutic practices by using 
specific aspects of nature for 
psychological responses.

[TRAUMA INTEGRATION PROCESS]
A child who has experienced 
or witnessed a traumatic event 
understands all cues within a 
survival loop with a hyperalert 
to danger. Because of an 
unconscious focus on survival, 
the brain cannot understand new 
information, including situation 
assessment, behavioral 

responses, and typical learning 
development. By breaking an 
attention barrier with involuntary 
attention (Stephen Kaplan), 
the child can break out of the 
survival loop and understand 
new stimuli, situations, cues, 
and his own behaviors. The road 
to trauma integration is loosely 

divided into three stages that 
are reliant on an initial door of 
safety and security, unlocked by 
the use of involuntary attention 
and fascination. Therapeutic 
activities follow to “reset” the 
brain to process cues.

[SITE LOCATION: 
FAIRBORN, OHIO]
The site is located in Fairborn, 
Ohio, at Michael’s House, a 
satellite trauma and abuse center 
of Dayton Children’s Hospital. The 
existing building and parking lot 
provides infrastructure, while the 
surrounding space and adjacent 
lot provide a total of 3.7 acres for 
the garden.

By Deborah Mattson | Mentor: Malcolm Cairns

[PROGRAM ELEMENTS]
Based on research of therapeutic 
practices and precedent studies, 
this matrix shows landscape 
elements  and which stage(s) of 
trauma integration they support. 
Many elements can be adapted to 
multiple stages by the therapist, 
however, the complexity of 
the surrounding environment 
impacts the effectiveness in each 
stage. Every stage requires an 
environment of fascination to build 
involuntary attention to continually 
break the directed attention 
barrier. 
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SPATIAL CONCEPT
While each stage of healing uses specific programmed 
activities and components, common threads tie the 
site together, allowing for smooth transitions between 
spaces and stages. Many spaces can be used for 
multiple activites, though the fractal density of the 
space affects the beneficiary value to each activity.

buildingbuilding

parkingparking

semi-privatesemi-private
private private 
therapytherapy

consultationconsultation

waitingwaiting

hillhill
woodlandwoodland

meadowmeadow

playplay

play play 
diagnosticdiagnostic

waterwater

woodlandwoodland
woodlandwoodland

challengechallenge
artart

entranceentrance

FRACTAL CONCEPT
The fractal dimension (FD) of an environment turns 
the mind to danger, fascination, or being bored. In its 
entirety, the site is composed of a collection of spaces 
within spaces, like a fractal leaf. Each space is part of 
a larger space with similar properties, within another 
larger space, until the entire site is a unit. These spaces 
are then connected by a branching and looping 
circulation pattern. Smaller, more intricate spaces are 
found in stage 3, while larger repetitions are in stage 
1. Within each space and area, materials and plants  
similarly become more detailed and finely textured with 
each passing stage. The composite intensity created 
by a combination of material, spatial, and vegetative 
sizes, textures, and patterns creates simple (low FD), 
fascinating (mid FD), or too complex (high FD).

FRACTAL HEALING
The human brain is built on fractal connections, as is 
healing following trauma. The three stages of healing 
build upon a “key” of safety that is necessary at all 
levels of healing. Each return to the trauma requires 
added details and more layers of integration. As a child 
recovers, the meaning and understanding of safety 
deepens, demonstrating the fractal nature of healing. 
The site concept is divided into spaces, activities, and 
environments especially suited for clients within a stage 
of integration, with the opportunity to move deeper into 
the garden or closer to social street interactions with 
more healing time. 

[DESIGN FOUNDATION]

STAGE STAGE 
ONEONE

STAGE STAGE 
TWOTWO

STAGE STAGE 
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STAGE STAGE 
THREETHREE

hierarchy of hierarchy of 
spaces within spaces within 

spacesspaces

[FINAL DESIGN SITE PLAN]
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PLANTING ZONES

TRAUMA EVENT

TRAUMA 
INTEGRATION

Initial response 
(emotional/behavioral): 
fear, panic, anger, hopelessness, 
guilt, dissociation, avoidance

child develops 
hyper-alert to danger 
based on experience

danger or normal cue

safe + secure 
environment begins to 
break fight/flight response

entire directed attention capacity 
is used for survival response, 
strengthening the survival loop 
cognitive connections

involuntary attention 
recharges directed 
attention

higher directed 
attention capacity 
allows child to 
understand new 
information 

ability to understand 
trauma and 
forgiveness

brain is recalibrated 
to accurately 
analyze cues

child self-regulates 
emotions and 
behavior

child develops skills 
with healthy capacity

fight
flight
freeze
appease

cannot take in 
information to 
understand the cue

strengthens 
hyper-alert

SURVIVAL 
LOOP

Stage 1:
safety + 
stability

Stage 2:
remembering + 
grieving

Stage 3:
integrating + 
moving on

Hydrangea quercifolia
Oakleaf Hydrangea

Gymnocarpium 
dryopteris

Northern Oak Fern

Cornus sericea
Red Osier Dogwood

Carya ovata
Shagbark Hickory

Osmunda cinnamomea
Cinnamon Fern

Cercis canadensis
Eastern Redbud

Packera obovata
Golden Groundsel

Aster divaricatus
White Wood Aster

Polemonium reptans
Jacob’s Ladder

[PLANTING DESIGN]
The planting design is based 
on cultural requirements of 
individual plants and the desired  
psychological impact from 
colors and fractal dimension. 
Planting zones are defined by 
survival requirements (sun, 

shade, water. A list of potential 
native plants was compiled 
and sorted within these zones. 
Closer to the Michael’s House 
building and in Stage 1, plants 
are arranged in larger massings, 
while in Stage 3 the more finely 

textured plants are mixed for a 
higher fractal dimension. Winter 
therapy clients see seedheads, 
textured bark, shrub branches. 
Some woodland areas provide 
fallen materials to manipulate 
and construct with.DIAGNOSTIC WAITING AREA

The diagnostic waiting area is a 
space for families to wait before 
and during therapy sessions. 

A variety of nature-based play 
equipment invite children to play 
at their current risk level.

ACTIVE PLAY
In stage two, children in individual or group therapy 
can build motor skills, executive skills, and social 

skills in a nature-based play area for varying skill 
levels and risk capacities. 

INTERACTIVE WATER PLAY + GARDEN THRESHOLD
At the entrance of the garden from the consultation 
area, the water streams converge into a shallow 

pool. Entering the garden requires crossing the 
bridge for a sense of ‘being away.’

CONSULTATION SPACE
Several seating areas adjacent 
to building allow staff to find 
a resting space and staff 

and parents to hold relaxed 
consultation and progress 
meetings away from commotion.

WATER SYSTEM
Using recirculated stormwater, 
a branching water system 
begins on the hills and travels 

to a catchbasin on the south 
end. Small water areas and rain 
gardens encourage interaction.

WOODLAND ONE (C)
This area contains a mixture of ferns, known for 
fractal structure, and low groundcovers. Canopy 
trees and an open understory balance a feeling 
of awareness and enclosure for safety.
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wooden bridge is wooden bridge is 
threshold into gardenthreshold into garden

tuliptreetuliptree

kentucky kentucky 
coffeetreecoffeetree sweetgumsweetgum

sassafrassassafras

redbudredbud

dwarf oakleaf dwarf oakleaf 
hydrangeahydrangea

golden golden 
groundselgroundsel

woodland woodland 
phloxphlox

maidenhair maidenhair 
fernfern

cinnamon cinnamon 
fernfern

oak fernoak fern

black birch trees offer textural black birch trees offer textural 
interest and shade the waterinterest and shade the water

water flows into shallow water flows into shallow 
pool that can be touched pool that can be touched 
and moved with intrinsic and moved with intrinsic 

fractal propertiesfractal properties
boulders are grouped boulders are grouped 
to show organization to show organization 

within chaoswithin chaos

log climbers and log steppers give log climbers and log steppers give 
children a place to play and interactchildren a place to play and interact

the secondary client the secondary client 
entrance connects entrance connects 

directly the diagnostic directly the diagnostic 
waiting areawaiting area

mixture of hostas, mixture of hostas, 
ferns and others ferns and others 

provides interest in provides interest in 
color and texturecolor and texture

the wrap-around wood the wrap-around wood 
bench shows patterns bench shows patterns 

in wood grainin wood grain

the secluded pergola is the secluded pergola is 
shaded by a branching shaded by a branching 

pattern of american wisteriapattern of american wisteria

spiraea and prairie spiraea and prairie 
willow provide winter willow provide winter 

plant structureplant structure

private staff offices private staff offices 
have views into fractal have views into fractal 

nature of plantsnature of plants

the low stone retaining wall the low stone retaining wall 
separates the consultation area separates the consultation area 

from the adjacent walkwayfrom the adjacent walkway

wood bars can provide wood bars can provide 
sitting, walking, and sitting, walking, and 
climbing surfacesclimbing surfaces

ornamental grasses create ornamental grasses create 
textured visual and physical textured visual and physical 

barrier for spacebarrier for space

log and net climbers allow log and net climbers allow 
varying levels of challenge varying levels of challenge 

and risk for social interactions and risk for social interactions 
and physical developmentand physical development

manipulatable weir system manipulatable weir system 
to control water flow and to control water flow and 

build children’s confidence build children’s confidence 
and motor skillsand motor skills

river rock allows for river rock allows for 
percolation at varying percolation at varying 

water levelswater levels

long sightlines provide long sightlines provide 
safety and awareness of safety and awareness of 

surroundingssurroundings

dappled shade of dappled shade of 
canopy trees softens canopy trees softens 

the environmentthe environment


